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WITH MZ TECHNOLOGIE 
AND THE LAUNCH 
OF HOLOKIOSK

Global specialist in identity and secure digital services, the French 

national printing company, IN Groupe, continues to innovate with 

cutting-edge solutions, integrating electronics and biometrics. 

Holokiosk is the Group’s new generation self-service kiosk, 

designed to meet the highest confidentiality, security, and health 

requirements.



ABOUT IN GROUPE

IN Groupe has been a partner to the French State for nearly 500 years, offering identity solutions and technologically-enhanced, 
secure digital services built on electronics and biometrics. From components and services, to ID cards and interoperable systems, 
as a global specialist in identity and secure digital services, IN Groupe’s role is to make everyone’s daily life that bit easier. Helping 
nations to exercise their sovereignty. Protecting the identity of citizens. Preserving the integrity of companies. No matter the 
challenge, IN Groupe, a digital sovereignty company, helps everyone to see the value of one fundamental right: the right to be who 
you are. IN Groupe is a new brand of Groupe Imprimerie Nationale, which is wholly owned by the French State via l’Agence des 
Participations de l’Etat (State Holding Agency - APE).

IN GROUPE IN FIGURES: TURNOVER 2020): €427.4 M - 1,700 employees - 5 sites in France - 8 commercial offi ces worldwide -  
+ 100 countries hosting IN Groupe solutions, 28 partner governments

www.ingroupe.com

ABOUT MZ TECHNOLOGIE 

MZ Technologie is a company created by Marc and Jonathan Zerad who have used their expertise in electricity and electronics 
to address risks of virus and germ transmission. After making a name for itself with its contactless holographic lift solutions and 
the joint development of Holostop with RATP Dev, MZ Technologie is now called upon from all sides to extend the field of possible 
applications of its solutions. MZ Technologie works closely with world-renowned sculptor Richard Orlinski to design its products.

www.mz-technologie.com
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PRESS CONTACTS

A contactless interactive kiosk that requires no physical 
interaction with the screen

Meeting new uses linked to the health crisis and reinforcing the 
permanent need for confidentiality, Holokiosk offers the same 
flexibility, simplicity, and security as a conventional self-service 
kiosk but without any physical contact with a screen or a keyboard. 
Holokiosk incorporates a floating interactive holographic projection 
system, as easy to use as a conventional touch interface, which 
does not require any physical interaction with the screen.

IN Groupe has already developed a range of high-performance 
self-service kiosks for communities, town halls, airports, and 
companies with critical infrastructure.

Supervised or not, its self-service kiosks mainly allow interaction that 
can integrate biometrics management; the creation, management, 
use of a digital identity; the reading of identity and travel documents 
(including professional qualifications) anywhere in the world.
Daily striving to make life easier for everyone, IN Groupe is now 
taking a major step forward by entering into an exclusive partnership 
with MZ Technologie.

 A partnership approach for the future

Always going a step further in innovation, the solution developed 
by IN Groupe and MZ Technologie also covers the entirety of all 
user journeys: a world first!

Holokiosk is characterised by its optimal end-to-end integration 
capability: as a plug & play solution, it can be easily added to the 
equipment already in place.

Yann Haguet Identity EVP of IN Groupe said, “We are delighted to 
be pioneers of a service which significantly developed in recent 
years and the use of which has been accelerated by the pandemic.”.

Marc Zerad, Chairman of MZ Technologie stated, “Developing this 
solution with a partner such as IN Groupe was an exceptional 
experience, with the added feeling of satisfaction of knowing 
that we are helping to limit the spread of germs and viruses of all 
kinds, today in France, and, in the future, in the rest of the world.”

This success illustrates IN Groupe’s partnership practice, which 
drives the innovation ecosystem, represented by MZ Technologie 
and its team of researchers led by Jonathan Zerad, doctor of 
electronics engineering, to support and develop major innovations 
for the world.


